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This game is actually the first game in this system. While
American gamers discovered the system with Warriors of
God, this game, originally titled “Taiheiki” was the first
one in the family. Players of Warriors of God will find this
game far more thoughtful and skill-oriented. Enjoy both
the similarities and differences. There are more in this system coming in the future covering many different periods.
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The game map represents the part of Japan over which the
conflict was fought— the islands of Honshu, Kyushu and
Shikoku.
In addition to the playing region, the map includes a
number of tracks, charts and tables to help with game play.
These are the: Victory Points Track, Game Turn Track,
Victory Points Awards Summary, Samurai Loss Table,
Sequence of Play Reference, Movement Limits chart, and
a Quick Set-Up Guide.
©2015 Multi–Man Publishing, Inc.
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2.1 Map Regions
The map is divided into land regions that correspond to
the geographical and political regions of the times. Each
region, with the exception of the Kyo region, has several
“Mons” or family crests printed in the region that are
reproduced on the piece of every Samurai who calls that
region “home”. Note that some of the Mons are colored these are different from the ones not in color and only the
Samurai that has that Mon in that color would call that
region his home. In addition, again with the exception
of Kyo, each region has two holding boxes, one for each
court, to place Samurais that have not yet entered play. The
regions of sea surrounding the land regions are out of play.
2.2 Borders
Each region is surrounded by borders that affect how units
move and run away from battles.
There are three types of land borders, each of which
represents the dominant terrain separating two regions:
clear terrain, depicted with a black line; obstructed terrain, depicted with a broad red line; and sea connected,
depicted with a dotted blue line running from one region
to another.
In addition, there are roads on the map that allow for
faster movement through the map region. You are using
the road if you move from one region to another and there
is a road that crosses the border of the two regions.

Japan

2.3 Adjacency: When Regions are 			
Considered Next to Each Other
Two regions are adjacent if they share a land border,
or if there is a sea connection that directly joins them.
Adjacency is important for moving and for running away
from battle.
2.4 Region Victory Point Value
Regions controlled by a player are worth either 1, 2
or 3 victory points during the victory point scoring
phase. Kyo is the only 3 point value region. South
Kantô and North Kyûshû (these regions are marked
with an orange border) are worth 2 victory points.
Every other region is worth 1 victory point.

3 The G ame P ieces
Most of the game pieces represent ornately attired military
units, well-armed with the brand new weapon of the time
- the Katana. There are two types of military units: soldiers
and Samurai.
Samurai are special because they can command soldiers. In
fact, soldiers are virtually useless unless they are assigned to
the command of a Samurai.
Other game pieces are informational markers that are
mostly self-explanatory.

Sea connections are treated exactly like clear terrain
borders.
Clear

Samurai

Soldier

Initiative

Game Turn

Control

Great Battle

Road

Obstructed

Sea
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3.1 Soldiers
Soldiers are the grunts of the game, they are generic, and
both sides use the same game pieces. The number on a
soldier piece is its troop strength, and the soldier pieces
are inter-changeable as long as the value remains the same.
For example, three 2-strength soldier pieces are the same
as one 6-strength or six 1-strength pieces. There should
be enough generic soldier pieces in the game so you never
run out, but if you do run out, feel free to make your own:
the countermix is not a limit. These represent from a few
hundred to a thousand men per point of value.

A Samurai fights for either the Northern or Southern
Court. Some Samurai lean towards one court or the other
and this is indicated by a stripe on their piece of either
red (for the Northern Court) or blue (for the Southern
Court). This doesn’t mean the Samurai will not fight for
the other court but there are cases where their court leanings matter in the game. Other Samurai begin the game
non-aligned and these may join either side. These Samurai
have a gray stripe on their piece.
3.3 Samurai as Commanders
Every Samurai has a rank, which you can tell by the number of stars on his piece. The more stars, the higher the
rank and the more victory points your enemy will win if he
kills your Samurai. A Samurai can command a number of
troop strength points equal to twice his rank, i.e., twice the
number of stars on his piece. For example, a 2-star Samurai
can command up to 4 soldier strength points. (Do not
forget that each Samurai also has his own intrinsic soldier
strength point; but this intrinsic soldier point does not
count against a Samurai’s ability to command troops.)
3.4 Samurai and Troops
Samurai can remain on the map without soldiers but soldiers cannot remain on the map unless they are assigned to
a Samurai. When soldiers are assigned to the command of
a Samurai, they are placed underneath the Samurai piece.
Soldiers must stay with the Samurai to whom they are
assigned until they are eliminated in battle or the Samurai
dies. When the Samurai moves, his soldiers go with him.
He may not drop them off, nor may he transfer them to
another Samurai.

3.2 Samurai Overview
Each Samurai represents an historical personage and his
martial entourage of lesser Samurai, assorted flunkies,
Court followers, bodyguards and troops. Although the
Samurai pieces do not have a troop strength number
printed on them, each Samurai always counts as one troop
strength point in battle. Most Samurai have a home region
to which they belong; you’ll know a Samurai’s home region because his piece will have a Mon that appears in one
region on the map. If the Samurai has an “N” instead, he
doesn’t have one specific home region. As explained below,
Samurai can command soldiers that are assigned to them.

Play note: When a rule says a Samurai can or must do
“thus-and-such” it always means the Samurai and whatever
soldiers he commands unless noted otherwise.
3.5 Samurai Battle Ratings
Each Samurai has a battle rating (the number on the lower
right of his piece) representing his ability to control and
maneuver troops and other Samurai in battle. The higher
the battle rating, the better. A Samurai’s battle rating is
the maximum number of dice the Samurai can throw in a
round of battle.

Name
Rank

Bravery

Home Region
Mon

Play note: The number of troops a Samurai can move
around the map with him has nothing to do with the
number of soldiers he can bring to bear in a round of
battle. Put in game terms, a Samurai’s battle rating has
absolutely no relationship to his rank. Just because a highranking Samurai can drag a lot of troops around the map
with him this doesn’t mean he can deploy them effectively

Battle Rating
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in a battle; conversely, a lower ranking Samurai might be
a most excellent battle Samurai but cannot move around
with many troops, alas, because he is but a lower level
Samurai.
3.6 Samurai Bravery Ratings
Each Samurai also has a bravery rating (the number on the
lower left of his piece) representing his personal fighting
prowess and his ability to inspire his men to fight. A
Samurai’s bravery rating may favorably influence a round
of battle. The higher the bravery rating, the better.

4 Sequence

of

Here is the Abbreviated Sequence of Play:
1. Determine the Initiative Player and the Number of
Action Impulses for the Turn
2. Conduct the Movement Impulses
3. Resolve Combat
4. Determine Control of Regions
5. Recruit Troops and bring new Samurai into play

Each turn is divided into phases, which are printed on the
map as a reminder. Play through the phases in order and
begin a new turn after the last phase. It is possible for a
of

6. Adjust the Score

P lay

We’ll be doing an example of a common move at the start of play.
At the beginning
of the game, the
Northern Court
has the advantage
of interior lines
centered around
Tôkai but has two
strong Southern
Court forces on
opposite sides
of him. He has
enough strength to
take on one force;
but not both. In
this example, the
Northern Court
heads north to
deal a decisive
blow to the forces
of Kitabatake’s
Southern Court
army.
Here is the map
at the start of the
example (which is
mostly the beginning of the game
setup in the north).
©2015 Multi–Man Publishing, Inc.
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player to win the game before the last turn by scoring 10 or
more victory points. If no one has won before the last turn,
then the player with more points at the end of the last turn
is the winner. If the score is tied, there will be a final round
between two Samurai to determine the victor.

P lay
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impulses are over, move on to the next phase.

5 P hase 1

A player can do one of two things as his movement
Determine the Initiative Player, the
impulse:
Initiative Number, and the Number of Action
• Move one or more Samurai
Impulses for the Turn
• Pass
Each player rolls one die.
6.1 Moving Samurai
A player may use a movement impulse to perform one of
the following Samurai moves:

The player with the higher roll is the initiative player for
the rest of the turn and his unfortunate foe is the noninitiative player. Remember the lower die roll because you
will use it in a moment to determine the number of movement impulses. If the players rolled the same, the initiative
player from the last turn wins the tie. The Southern Court
wins tied initiative rolls on turn one.

a) 		Move up to four Samurai from the same region to
an adjacent region if moving along a road.
b) 		Move up to two Samurai from the same region to
an adjacent region across a clear border or by sea
connection.

Place the Initiative marker, winning side up, on the
Initiative track with the turn’s initiative number.

No Samurai may move across an obstructed border (bold
red border).

The initiative player now takes the losing die roll (if the
roll was a tie, use either number) and adds one. The result
is the number of movement impulses for the initiative
player this turn, while the non-initiative player gets one
less action impulse. For example, if the lower die roll was 3,
then the initiative player would get 4 action impulses and
the non-initiative player would get 3 action impulses.

There is one major restriction on moving Samurai (the
Flypaper Rule):
• A Samurai may not move away from an region if
the number of enemy Samurai in the region is equal
to or greater than the number of friendly Samurai in
the region. An enemy control marker counts as an
enemy Samurai and a friendly control marker counts
as a friendly Samurai. If you are able to move away
from a region, some, any or all Samurai may leave the
region (you don’t need to leave any Samurai behind
to match the enemy’s total in the region).

6 P hase 2
Conduct the Movement Impulses
The players now alternate movement impulses until all
movement impulses are used. The initiative player goes
first. Use a spare die to track this by flipping the die over
after each movement impulse. After all the movement

Extended Example
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P lay Continued

At the start of the game you need to know the which player has the initiative and the initiative number. So each player rolls a die and in this case, the
Northern Court player rolls a 5 and the Southern Court player rolls a 3. So the
Northern Court player has the initiative (rolled the higher number) and the
initiative number for the turn is 4 (lowest roll plus 1).

6
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And four reminders on moving Samurai:
•

A Samurai always moves with any troops he commands.

•

A Samurai may never pick up or drop off troops,
nor may he transfer them to another Samurai.
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•

Each individual Samurai may only move once per
movement impulse.

•

A border may only be used once per movement
impulse to move across. After it has been crossed,
no Samurai force, friendly or enemy, may cross that
border for the remainder of the movement impulse.

P lay Continued

This is the completion of the first movement phase. Often the trick to winning in this system is to not rush. Here the
Northern Court player is moving forces north but carefully not engaging the Southern Court player yet on unfavorable terms. The Northern Player has to let the South come to him.
Here are the moves:
Northern Court moves first and moves Ko no Moronao and Ko no Moroyasu to Tôsan. The Northern Court player
will want Moroyasu to be his commander in the upcoming battle and is moving him into position to move to North
Kantô for the great battle to come. This closes off the border between Tôkai and Tôsan for the remainder of the turn.
Since this is a “regular” border, he can only move two Samurai over the border.
Next the Southern Court player moves Kitabatake Akiie and Kitabataje Chikafusa from Ô to North Kantô. Again
this closes this border and two is the maximum number of Samurai that can move over this border.
He leaves Yuki
behind to convert
the region to his
control at the end
of the turn.
Next the Northern
Court moves
Ashikaga Takauji
from South Kantô
to Tôkai to prevent
this leader from
commanding a battle against the very
tough Kitabatake
Akiie next turn.
Although up to 4
Samurai may use
this border, only
one still closes the
border for any
future movement.
We’ll assume the
remaining impulses
are used elsewhere
on the board.
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6.2 Pass
A player may forfeit his movement impulse by passing.

7 P hase 3
Resolve Battles
A battle must occur in every region that contains Samurai
of both sides.

Play note: Don’t be afraid to pass—it’s a valid game tactic.

Resolve battles one region at a time. The initiative player
decides the order in which to resolve the battles, one battle
at a time, i.e., he does not have to announce the order at

Extended Example
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P lay Continued

We move to turn 2 and the great battle of North Kantô of 1335. After all moving has been done on turn 1, the
Southern Court player successfully converted both North Kantô and Ô to his control. South Kantô is also now
controlled by the Northern Court. During the recruitment phase of turn 1, both players recruited soldiers and after
the additional soldiers have been added, during the leader recruitment phase, Sataki Sadayoshi has joined forces with
the Southern Court in North Kantô.
In the movement phase of turn 2, both players use their impulses to move into North Kantô for the great battle to
start. We’ll assume the Northern Court as the initiative once again.
Here are the forces for both players in this North Kantô battle on turn 2:
Southern Court:				Northern Court:
Kitabatake Akiie (with 4 soldiers)		
Yuki Munehiro (with 2 Soldiers)		
Kitabatake Chikafusa (with 2 Soldiers)		
Satake Sadayoshi (with no soldiers)		

Ko no Moroyasu (with 1 soldier)
Ko no Moronao (with 2 soldiers)
Shiba Ienega (with 2 soldiers)
Uesugi Shigeyoshi (with 1 soldier)

8
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the beginning—he can wait to see the result of a battle
before announcing which will be next.

•

Target a Samurai you are attempting to get to join
your side

Play note: As a general overview, a battle is a die rolling
contest where it is better to have more troops and a
superior battle commander. All Samurai in an region (and
their soldiers, of course) must participate in the battle.
However, one battle commander is chosen from each side
from among the highest-ranking Samurai. Although all
Samurai and soldiers on a side participate, it is the battle
commander’s battle rating that determines how many dice
his side can roll in a battle round.

•

Choose a Samurai that will attempt to talk him
into betrayal

•

Roll a die

•

Subtract the number of stars of rank of the
targeted Samurai from the number of stars of rank
of the friendly chosen Samurai and if the die roll
is equal to or less than this number, the targeted
Samurai has betrayed.

Modifiers to this roll:
The rolling player may spend one Victory Point to
reduce his roll by 1 (you must have victory points
to spend. i.e., you must be positive on the Victory
Points track.
If both the targeted and the friendly Samurai are
in the same Court, reduce the roll by 1 (Neutral
Samurai aren’t applicable here)
3-Star Samurai may never be targeted for betrayal.

We’ve added a “Great Battle” marker to the countermix
to use to mark where a battle is occurring so you can move
the forces off to the side to complete the battle.
Follow this sequence to resolve battle in a region:
Step 1 Betrayal
Each player may make one attempt to get enemy Samurai
to join his side. The non-initiative player goes first (note
that a Samurai that betrays the initiative player here may
be in turn targeted for betrayal back to his original side
immediately).

Extended Example

of

Should a Samurai betray, he and all his assigned solders
immediately switch sides and join the Court that obtained
the successful betrayal.

P lay Continued

First up is betrayal and to see if either player can entice his enemy to join his side. The Southern Court (the noninitiative player) may try first. Kitabatake looks over the Northern Court forces and eyes Uesugi Shigeyoshi. He’s the
strongest one star general and would hurt the North the most. Attempting betray is comparing the ranks of the two
Samurai and rolling the difference or less with a die. The Southern Court player needs to roll a 2 or less (3 stars – 1)...
he rolls a 3. Uesugi will fight for the Northern Court. Note that if Uesugi had a blue stripe, the betrayal would have
succeeded since he would have been of the same original Court as the side attempting to control him (3 stars – 1 but
+ 1 is 3).
Now it is the Northern Court’s attempt. Ko no Moroyasu looks over the Southern forces and chooses to try and get
Yuki to join his just cause. He needs to roll a 1 (2 stars – 1=1)….and succeeds with a roll of 1. Yuki Munehiro and his
2 soldiers join the Northern Court.

BETRAYAL
2 Stars

©2015 Multi–Man Publishing, Inc.
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that each Samurai counts as one soldier strength
point!).

Step 2 Determine the Battle Commander for
each Side
The non-initiative player names his battle commander,
after which the initiative player chooses his battle commander. The highest-ranking Samurai (most stars) on a
side is the battle commander. The owning player chooses
his commander if there is a tie.

b) 		Now compare the bravery ratings of the two battle
commanders. The player whose battle commander
has the higher bravery value may add the difference
between their ratings as a modifier to all of his
battle die rolls in step (c). If the battle commanders
have the same ratings, then neither side gets a die
roll modifier.

Step 3 Conduct a Round of Battle
The players must conduct at least one round of battle as
follows:

c) 		Each player now rolls his dice.
If a player received a favorable die roll modifier
in step (b), he now adds it to each of his die rolls.
For example, if the difference between the bravery
ratings was 1, then the player whose Samurai had
the better bravery rating would add 1 to all of his
die rolls. There is no modifier on the die roll of the
battle commander with the lower bravery.
Every die roll of 6 or more is a battle hit. Results are
applied simultaneously.

a) 		Each player now figures out how many dice he can
roll for this round of battle (battle dice). A player
can roll a number of battle dice equal to the lesser
of:
i. his battle commander’s battle rating; and
ii. the number of soldier strength points the
player has in the region. (Make sure to count all
Samurai and their soldiers—not just the battle
commander and his soldiers. And remember

Extended Example

of
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Now we determine who will lead the battle for each side. Looking over the Southern Court forces, there is one 3 star
ranked leader, Kitabatake Akiie. Since he is the highest ranking leader, he must command the Southern Court forces.
Over on the Northern Court side, there are two 2 star ranked leaders - so the North may choose. He’ll pick Ko no
Moroyasu to lead his forces into battle.

Northern Court

Southern Court

LEADER

LEADER
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d) 		Each player must now remove a soldier strength
point or Samurai of his choice for each battle hit
he received, according to the following restrictions
and priorities:
•

A Samurai may not be removed until he has no
soldiers left under his command.

•

The battle commander must be removed last of
all.

Japan

f ) 		If all Samurai of one side (or both sides, however
unlikely) have been removed, the battle in this
region is over. If there is one or more Samurai of
both sides left in the region, go on to step (g).
g) 		Beginning with the non-initiative player, either
player may now elect to run away. If one player
elects to run away, continue to follow this step. If
neither player elects to run away, skip this step and
go to step (h). A player who elects to run away must
obey the following:

Place removed troop pieces aside for future use.
Removed Samurai have their fate decided in the
next step (step (e)).

i. All friendly Samurai from the battle region must
run away.

e) 		Each player now rolls one die on the Samurai Loss
Table for each of his Samurai removed in step (d).

ii. All Samurai must run away to the same region.
iii. The Samurai may not run away to an region that
contains enemy Samurai.

		Players modify this roll by subtracting the
Samurai’s rank (his number of stars) if and only if
the Samurai is a member of that player’s court. So,
if you’re the Northern Court player and are rolling
on the Samurai Loss table with a Samurai that is
red, you will reduce your roll by the Samurai’s rank.
If the Samurai is blue or gray, there is no modifier
to the roll.

iv. The Samurai may not run away to an region that
is enemy-controlled.
v. No more Samurai can run away across a border
than could move across during a movement
impulse (e.g., only two Samurai from the region
could run away across a clear border).

The possible results are:

vi. If there are more Samurai in the region than
can legally run away, the player who controls
them must now choose which will run away and
which will stay. The Samurais that must stay all
immediately betray the retreating player’s side
and join the non-retreating player’s Court.

Rout: Place the Samurai in the Friendly Holding box
of his home region. If the Samurai is an “N” Samurai,
he is placed in the Friendly Holding box of the region
he is currently in, or any adjacent region.
Samurai Death and Succession: The Samurai has
died. Check to see if the Samurai has a successor (a
successor is a leader on the reverse side of the counter
that hasn’t entered play yet). If he does, roll immediately on the Samurai Loss Table for the fate of the
Samurai replacement.
Rout and Betrayal: Place the Samurai in the enemy
Holding box of his home region. If the Samurai is
an “N” Samurai, he is placed in the enemy Holding
box of the region he is currently in, or any adjacent
region.
Immediate Betrayal: The Samurai immediately joins
the opposing Court.
If an enemy 2-Star Samurai is rolling on this table, regardless of the result, the friendly player immediately gains 1
victory point.

vii. Before the Samurai run away, the enemy may
conduct a final battle round against them. Note
that only those retreating are attacked, any betraying Samurai have already joined the enemy
and may attack the fleeing Samurai as well. This
is a normal round of battle, conducted exactly as
in step 3, but with two terrible exceptions:
•

the Samurai running away may not roll
any battle dice; and

•

their enemies add an additional 1 to all
battle die rolls.

•

all other rules for a normal combat still
apply

viii. Any Samurai that survived this far may now
(finally!) run away.

If an enemy 3-Star Samurai is rolling on this table, regardless of the result, the friendly player immediately gains 2
victory points.
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next battle, or, if this is the last battle, to the
next phase.
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The battle has begun. Results are applied simultaneously but let’s do the Southern attack first. There are a total 9 total
factors in the Southern side (3 Samurai with a total of 6 soldiers under command). Kitabatake’s command rating is 6
- so even though there are 10 total that may attack, only 6 dice are rolled. Comparing Kitabatake’s bravery rating with
the commander of the Northern Court and we see they are equal at 3 each. So no modifier would apply there. If the
Northern commander had a 1 bravery, for example, there would be a +2 added to each die roll in Kitabatake’s attack
(a 4-6 would be a hit). Since they are equal however, Kitabatake needs to roll sixes to hit the Northern Court forces.
Kitabatake rolls 6 dice and gets the following results: 2, 2, 4, 6, 5, 1. One total hit.
Now Ko no Moroyasu rolls. He has a total of 14 factors (5 Samurai commanding 9 soldiers) but since his command
rating is 5, he only rolls 5 dice.
His results are: 1, 2, 5, 5, 2. No hits.
Results from the combat are now resolved and Ko no Moroyasu removes one soldier from Uesugi Shigeyoshi. He now
has a total of 13 factors for the next round.
Kitabatake, as the non-initiative player, decides if he wants to retreat first. He sees the writing on the wall and would
like to retreat but he can only retreat across one border and would like to go back to Ô. There is a regular border there
so only two Samurai would be able to retreat - and the 1 left behind would just join the enemy side. He’ll stay for now
and battle at least one more round.
Ko no Moroyasu likes his odds. He’s not going anyway yet.
Next round sees the same exact number
of dice rolled (since the number of factors under command still is greater than
either commander’s command value).
Kitabatake gets 2 hits this time and Ko
no Moroyasu gets 1 hit.
Kitabatake wants to be able to retreat so
he eliminates Satake Sadayoshi (allowed
since he has no soldiers under his command that must be eliminated first) and
since he is not a 2 star or more leader
so no victory points are awarded to the
Northern Court. Satake must now roll
on the Samurai Loss Table.
Satake rolls a 5 - note that if Satake had a
blue stripe, this would modify to a 4. But
3 is rout and betrayal. Satake betrays his
side and is now placed in the Northern
Court holding box of North Kantô (his
home region).
Kitabatake removes 2 soldiers from his
force.
Now Kitabatake will retreat. Before he
does, Ko no Moroyasu gets one last shot
in - but this time, since Kitabatake is
retreating, with an additional plus 1 to
his roll. He rolls 5 dice and get no 5s or
6s. Kitabatake gets away to fight another
day.
12
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h) Conduct another round of battle starting with step
(a).

8 P hase 4
Determine Control of Regions
Go over the whole map region by region to determine who
controls each region. You need only check regions that
contain one or more Samurai. For each region, first apply
paragraph a), and then immediately apply paragraph b).
a) 		A controlled region becomes uncontrolled if it
contains at least one Samurai from the opposing
Court.

Recruiting Soldiers and Samurai
a) 		Beginning with the Initiative player, each player
must now raise new soldiers in the regions he
controls. A controlled region automatically raises a
number of troop strength points equal to the highest ranking Samurai in the region (so always either
1, 2 or 3 soldiers would be recruited in any one
region). A player simply places a number of Soldier
strength points equal to one Samurai’s rank in that
region.
		Place newly recruited soldiers, one at a time, with
the Samurai with the fewest soldiers under his
command and continue dispersing soldiers with
the Samurai with the fewest soldiers until there
are none left. If the number of soldiers under a
Samurai are equal, the owning player may choose
which Samurai is given soldiers. Any excess soldiers
that cannot be placed with a Samurai are eliminated.

i. The region is not the Samurai’s home region and
the controlling player rolls one die that is equal
to or less than the Samurai’s rank (number of
stars). If a player has more than one Samurai in
the region he may choose which one to use for
the die roll, but he may only make one die roll
per region per turn.

b) 		After all soldiers have been recruited, the initiative
player may bring Samurai in friendly holding boxes
in friendly controlled regions into play. He may
enter a number of Samurai (total) equal to the current initiative number. After the initiative player

ii. The region is the Samurai’s home region.
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North Kantô is Southern Court
controlled but has Northern Samurai
occupying the region - so the control
will certainly come off now. No Samurai
was from North Kantô so the Northern
Court player would only gain control
of the region if he rolled equal to or less
than the highest ranked leader in the
region. In this case, it would be a 2 or a
1. Thank goodness for Ko no Moroyasu.
He rolls a 1.
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b) 		An uncontrolled region that contains a Samurai
will become controlled by that Samurai’s side if:
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Ko no Moroyasu, fresh from his great victory now recruits in North Kantou. He may raise a total of 2 new soldiers
(the highest rank in the region). He must add these to the Samurai with the fewest soldiers first - and continue to add
to the Samurai with the fewest soldiers until two or more Samurai are even in the number of soldiers. Then he may
chose which gets the force. Here he adds to Shiba Ienega (who had none after the battle) and one to Ko no Moroyasu
(who had 1 - and no other Samurai had
less than 1 after Shiba got his soldier).
The Northern Court now brings in
his two leaders (assuming his initiative
number was at least 2) in his Court’s
holding box - one great leader by the
name of Mononoi Tadatsune and a
lesser one, Uesugi Noriaki. Note that
soldier recruitment happens before
leaders enter - so neither of these fine
gentleman can have any soldiers attached to them just yet. Sataki Yoshiatsu
couldn’t make it in the game as the
Northern Court can only bring in as
many leaders as the initiative number
and there were better options elsewhere
on the board
At the end of recruitment phase, North
Kantou looks as shown to the right.
has entered all of his Samurai, the non-initiative
player may do the same for a number of Samurai
equal to the initiative number minus one. Either
player may bring in as many Samurai as he wishes
(he doesn’t have to use his entire allowance of
Samurai to bring in).

Note that rolling on the Samurai Loss Table can also add
victory points during the Combat Phase.
The Victory Point Track goes from 0 to 10 points favoring
one Court or the other. If you reach 10 victory points
before this phase, no more victory points are awarded.
During this phase, after both players determine their victory point total for control of regions, subtract the smaller
number from the larger, and adjust the victory point total
by the difference in favor of the player with the higher
total. If either player has 10 points at the end of this phase,
he immediately wins. Otherwise, continue play until the
last turn of the game. At that time, the player with more
points wins. If on the last turn the victory points are on
the “0” space, proceed to the field of honor.

Both players must bring in Samurai from his own Court
before any neutral or betrayed Samurai may enter in any
one region.

10 P hase 6
Adjust the Score
Each player now scores his victory points for this turn as
follows:

The Field of Honor
Both players choose their highest ranking Samurai in play
(players may choose which Samurai if there is more than
one at same rank) and a combat will occur between those
two Samurais (and any Soliders currently being lead by
that Samurai) to decide the fate of Japan. If the Samurai
has a successor, he too must be eliminated to win. This is

Control of Kyo: 3 victory points
Control of either South Kantô or North Kyûshû: 2 victory
points
Control of any other region: 1 victory point
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treated as a normal combat except that neither side may
run away. The player that eliminates all of his opponent’s
forces is the winner. If both sides are eliminated at the end
of a round of combat, the game is declared a draw.

		Ashikaga Tadayoshi (with 3 soldiers under his command), Ko no Moronao (with 2 soldiers under his
command), Ko no Moroyasu (with 1 soldier under
his command) are placed in Tôkai

11 Setting Up

		Shiba Takatsune (with 1 soldier under his command) is placed in Hokuriku

the

G ame

		Hosokawa Jôzen (with 1 soldier under his command) is placed in Shikoku

This information is also printed on the game map.
a) 		Both players decide which side they wish to play

		place all remaining Northern Court Samurai in
their home region’s Northern Court holding box

b) 		Both players roll dice to determine the Initiative for
the turn, the Initiative number and which player
has the initiative this turn. If the rolls are tied, the
Southern Court has the initiative on the first turn.
Place the Initiative marker in the correct numbered
space for the current Initiative number.

e) 		Place all Neutral Samurai in a cup or mug for drawing randomly
		The Northern Court then draws a number of
Neutral Samurai equal to the initiative number

c) The Southern Court sets up his pieces as follows:

		Starting with the Southern Court, each player
draws one Neutral Samurai alternatively until none
remain in the cup.

		Kitabatake Akiie (with 3 soldiers under command),
Yuki Munehiro (with 1 soldier under his command) and Kitabatake Chikafusa are placed in Ô

		The Southern Court player then examines his chosen Neutral Samurai and chooses 6 of them to be
placed in North Kinki (each Samurai has 1 soldier
under command)

		Nitta Yoshisada (with 4 soldiers under command),
Wakiya Yoshisuki (with 2 soldiers under command) are placed in North Kinki

		The Northern Court player then examines his
chosen Neutral Samurai and chooses 7 of these to
be placed in Tokai (each Samurai with 1 soldier
under command)

		Kusunoki Masashige, Chigusa Tadaaki, Nawa
Nagatoshi and Yuki Chikamitsu are placed in Kyo
d)		The Northern Court then sets up his pieces as follows:

		All remaining Neutral Samurai are placed in their
home regions in the holding box of the Court that
drew that Samurai

		Ashikaga Takauji (with 3 soldiers under his command), Uesugi Shigeyoshi (with 1 soldier under his
command), Shiba Ienaga (with 1 soldier under his
command) are placed in South Kantô

f ) 		Place the Victory Point Marker in the 0 space on
the Victory Points Track
g) 		Place the Game Turn Marker in the Spring 1335
space
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Lastly there is the end of turn scoring for the game. In our battle, the Northern Court took a region worth 1 victory
point. This would be added to his total across the entire board (which we’ll just assume is 5). The Southern Court adds
up his total and sees a total of 6 for his side. The victory point total would move 1 towards the Southern Court this
turn. Summer 1335 is now ready to begin.
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Samurai G uide
Nitta Yoshisada: Sworn enemy of Ashikaga Takauji; led Nitta clan on
behalf of the Southern Court; captured Kamakura and destroyed the
Hojo clan; reputedly committed suicide to avoid capture in battle, by
cutting off his own head!
Wakiya Yoshisuke: Brother of Nitta Yoshisada.
Kitabatake Chikatusa: Better known as a writer than as a commander,
but very capable; critical of Ashikaga Takauji of the Northern Court,
but also of Nitta Yoshisada whom he blamed for his own son’s death;
advised five Emperors.
Kitabatake Akiie: Son of Kitabatake Chikatusa; commanded a field
force at the age of 18; fought in the north on behalf of the Southern
Court; killed in battle at age 20.
Kusunoki Masashige: Renowned tactician who supported Emperor
Go-Daigo on behalf of the Southern Court; under orders from the
Emperor, led his forces into battle at Minatogawa against impossible
odds; committed hara-kiri when all was lost.
Kikuchi Taketoshi: Supported the Nitta clan in the east; captured
stronghold of Dazaifu; defeated by Ashikaga Takauji alongside other
Southern Court forces at Tatarahama in 1336.
Nawa Nagatoshi: Helped restore Go-Daigo to the throne in 1333;
defeated and killed in battle by Ashikaga Takauji’s forces in 1336.
Yuki Munehiro: Strong local leader in the north, declared support of
Emperor Go-Daigo and Southern Court; soryo of Yuki clan.
Yuki Chikamitsu: Samurai of Mystery
Chigusa Tadaaki: Infamous playboy and gambler, disowned by own
father but embraced by Emperor Go-Daigo and rewarded with land
and government appointments.
Kehi Ujiharu: Priest loyal to Prince Takanaga (son of Emperor
Go-Daigo); committed suicide alongside the prince while under siege
within the castle of Kanagasaki.
Tokuno Michitsuna: Related to Ippen Shonin, itinerant Buddhist
preacher; might have been a pirate.
Ashikaga Takauji: Founder of the Ashikaga Shogunate; helped
restore Emperor Go-Daigo, but later joined with disillusioned samurai
in rebellion; established Northern Court in Kyoto, initiating decades
of civil war.
Ko no Moronao: Able and ruthless lieutenant of Ashikaga Takauji;
killed Kitabatake Akii in battle; forced Ashikaga Tadayoshi into exile
during Kanno Disturbance (a period of Northern Court internal
strife); retired and became a monk, but was captured and executed
along with his brother Ko no Moroyasu by Uesugi Akiyoshi, son of
Uesugi Shigeyoshi, one of their victims.
Ashikaga Tadayoshi: Younger brother of Ashikaga Takauji; supported
Northern Court alongside brother but eventually had a falling out and
joined Southern Court in 1351 during Kanno Disturbance; defeated
his brother in battle and occupied Kyoto, but was later defeated in
turn; died in 1352, perhaps by poison.
Ko no Moroyasu: Brother of Ko no Mornao; defeated in battle by
Nitta Yoshisada, but led successful guerilla campaign in Hakone
Mountains; retired along with brother after Kanno Disturbance but
was captured and executed by Uesugi Akiyoshi.
Uesugi Shigeyoshi: Related to Ashikaga clan (Ashikaga Takauji was
of the Uesugi); supported Northern Court but followed Ashikaga
Tadayoshi during Kanno Disturbance; assassinated at behest of Ko no
Mornao, but avenged by son Uesugi Akiyoshi.
Niki Yoriaki: Shugo (military governor or constable) of Tamba
province
Hosokawa Jozen: Led the vanguard of Ashikaga Takauji’s forces;
landed troops to outflank Nitta Yoshisada at Minatogawa, unhinging
Southern Court’s position; burned Go-Daigo’s Imperial palace.
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Shiba Takatsune: Shugo of Echizen province; held the Black
Fortress against Nitta Yoshisada; eventually became a powerful semiindependent daimyo.
Shiba Ienaga: Commander in Ou region; guardian of Ashikaga
Takauji’s son while Takauji was on campaign.
Isshiki Noriuji: Ashikaga Takauji’s deputy in Kyushu
Imagawa Norikuni: Appointed shugo of Totomi and Suruga provinces in return for service to Ashikaga Takauji
Hatakeyama Kunikiyo: Another commander loyal to Ashikaga
Takauji; appointed shugo of Kii and Izu
Hosokawa Akiuji: Lord of Mikawa province; assisted Shiba
Takatsune in the defense of the Black Fortress; his men helped defeat
Nitta Yoshisada.
Uesgugi Noriaki: Sided with Ashikaga Tadayoshi during Kanno
Disturbance
Mononoi Tadatsune: Sided with Ashikaga Tadayoshi during Kanno
Disturbance
Sasaki Doyo: aka Sasaki Takauji; shugo of six provinces; supported
Northern Court; poet and bureaucrat as well as leader; threw raging
tea parties and was renowned collector of art.
Yamana Tokiuji: Initially supported Ashikaga Takauji and Northern
Court in return for becoming shugo of five provinces.
Otomo Sadanori: Led a Kyushu contingent under command of the
Nitta clan but won favor with the Northern Court thanks to a welltimed betrayal.
Shoni Sadatsune: Fought for and against Emperor Go-Daigo; committed suicide after defeat in battle.
Shimazu Sadahisa: Originally supported the Southern Court but
switched sides along with most of the Shimazu clan in 1336.
Akamatsu Enshin: Fought for the Southern Court but when stripped
of his rewards by the Emperor, switched sides and fought for the
Ashikaga at Minatogawa in 1336.
Ogasawara Sadamune: Archery instructor to Emperor Go-Daigo,
but fought for Northern Court alongside another pupil, Ashikaga
Takauji; in charge of matters of etiquette within the Shogun’s circle; a
samurai, but apparently a very polite one.
Oyama Tomouji: Samurai of Mystery
Toki Yorisada: Founded the Toki clan and supported the Northern
Court
Utsunomiya Kimutsuna: Samurai of Mystery
Satake Sadayoshi: Samurai of Mystery
Ouchi Nagahiro: Joined the Northern Court in 1336, and rewarded
with lands and titles in Suo province and beyond.
Sasaki Takasada: According to legend, pursued to his death by Ko no
Moronao, who coveted his wife.
Fumon Toshikiyo: Built Matsukura Castle
Chiba Sadatane: Appointed daimyo (great lord) of Kanto region by
Emperor Go-Daigo.
Kono Michimori: Built Yuzuki Castle; supported Northern Court
Sasaki Ujiyori: Ruled Omi province and founded Zen Buddhist
temple of Eigen-Ji.
Takeda Masayoshi: Shugo of Kai province
Miura Takatsugu: Build Takada Castle; helped son of Ashikaga
Takauji escape after skirmish of Sugimoto.
Hojo Tokiyuki: Son of the last ruler of the Kamakura Shogunate,
prior to the 1333 restoration of Emperor Go-Daigo; fought on
both sides in the interest of restoring his clan to power; eventually
reconciled with the Emperor but captured and beheaded by forces of
Ashikaga Takauji.
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